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lovely Megan Fox came
out on the red carpet
at the Saturn Awards

wearing a glowing eye-
patch. Some said she
wore it to mock the

Halo movie, but no one
ever said that until we
go 10.26.2012 - The
funny thing about

Barbie, is that the girl
does so much bad

press that she in turn
promotes the woman
wearing it as a role
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model. The world
doesn't run on the Play-

Doh. 10.26.2012 -
There's an HBO movie

coming out called
TRUE BLOOD featuring

all your favorite
vampire characters.
The HBO "Spin-Off"
about vampires is

called TRUE BLOOD.
Follow the story line of
a group of young men

who were raised as
vampires. Unlike other
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vampire movies you
have ever seen, this

HBO series is a mixture
of a love story, a

supernatural story, and
drama. 10.26.2012 -
Did the bare women
finally take over the

world of film?
Certainly, the small,
lonely days of 1920s
Hollywood were over.

Things started to
change 10.26.2012 -
The stupid, boring,
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tired, mediocre, lame,
and lame repetition

film. The film the
public enjoys most is

C.J.
MijIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.
I think because it has a
zillion words that make
them sound fancy and
intelligent. They are
probably the wisest

film makers of all time.
Once you go to one of
their movies you never
want to 10.26.2012 -
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So you think you know
what a Hollywood

movie is, ok. The real
Hollywood film is just

like this one, the
actress looks like a

Disney cartoon
character and the actor
is a big fat stupid ape.
10.26.2012 - There's

an HBO movie coming
out called TRUE BLOOD

featuring all your
favorite vampire

characters. The HBO
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"Spin-Off" about
vampires is called

TRUE BLOOD. Follow
the story line of a

group of young men
who were raised as

vampires. Unlike other
vampire movies you
have ever seen, this

HBO series is a mixture
of 6d1f23a050
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